The 36-month visit
Building emotional health
Children are happier and healthier
when they feel safe and connected.
The way you and others relate
with your child affects the many
new connections that are forming
in the child’s brain. These early
brain connections are the basis for
learning, behavior and health. Early,
caring relationships prepare your
child’s brain for the future.
Emotional overload
By the time children are three years
old, they are often using words to
share their needs and wishes. Even
young children are able to make
good choices and to get along well
with others when they are calm,
cool, and collected.
But, at times, your child may have
too many strong feelings all at once.
If he is tired, hungry, scared, upset,
or angry, your child may feel very
stressed. This stress can lead to poor
choices and bad behavior.
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Naming feelings
By age 3, your child is ready to
understand their own feelings and the
feelings of others. Your child is ready
to learn new ways to handle strong
feelings. For a young child, it begins
with naming feelings, like this:
ti:PVMPPLBOHSZw
ti:PVMPPLUJSFEw
ti:PVMPPLTDBSFEw

Dealing with strong feelings
Naming strong feelings, making
them real and teaching healthy ways
to cope with them is the beginning
of emotional health. Even young
children can learn to manage their
strong feelings in a healthy way.
They can do this by:
tVTJOHXPSET
tQMBZJOHXJUIBGBWPSJUFUPZ
tXBMLJOHBXBZ
By naming a feeling, you are teaching tESBXJOHBQJDUVSF
your child some important lessons.
tEBODJOHPSFYFSDJTJOH
t:PVBSFNBLJOHUIFGFFMJOHSFBMBOE tUBLJOHBOBQ
OPSNBM:PVBSFTBZJOHi*HFUBOHSZ  tMJTUFOJOHUPNVTJD
UJSFE BOETDBSFE UPPwɨJTUFMMT
tNBLJOHNVTJD
your child that he is not the only
tMPPLJOHBUCPPLT
one who has these strong feelings.
This decreases his stress.
By teaching children healthy ways to
t:PVBSFHJWJOHBXPSEUPVTFTPUIF
deal with stress, they are less likely
child learns how to express that feeling to use unhealthy ways to cope with
in the future. This allows him to ask
strong emotions as they get older.
for help. Your child will now know
IPXUPTBZ i*NHFUUJOHBOHSZw
Your child can learn healthy ways of
t:PVSDIJMEJTOPXBCMFUPTUPQUIFTF dealing with stress. Emotional health
feelings before they are too strong.
is an important life skill, whether
He can learn other ways to handle
ZPVBSF  PSZFBSTPME
these strong feelings.

